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Artificial intelligence won't hurt humanity. So I don't see any reason to be afraid. I see that as a great investment! In an otherwise light week in market news, Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL) lit a fire under big tech stocks Tuesday with a live stream. Judging by the market's reaction to the Apple event, Apple TV+ is a competitor. Dear Lifehacker, I
was assigned to make a slideshow for events at work. I don't want to create a common PowerPoint with boring text or pictures. Is there any way I can improve the slideshow to make it look impressive and knock the socks off my audience? Regards, panic about PPTDear Panicking, presentation is a great responsibility and (sometimes)
noble. After all, only you can prevent death by PowerPoint for your audience. Fortunately, many tips, tools and other resources can help you slide your slides up a notch and make it more professional and fascinating. We're focusing on PowerPoint for most add-ins and templates below, just because that's a widely used business
presentation software, but many other principles and techniques here apply to other presentation apps. Avoid the most common G/O Media presentation issues May get commissionsfirst before we watch your jazz slides, it's a good time to check out how to avoid why presentations suck frequently. Lack of preparation or passion Often the
presentation does not work because the presenter does not practice enough or he/she can not convey the meaning of the presentation. When you actively communicate the importance of the subject (there may be a narrative structure for drama), you're not going to be able to do that. The audience is interested. In doing well, you need to
train your presentation. Otherwise, even the most beautiful slides will not help you. It's easy to hate PowerPoint for sucking presentations, but the real problem is how we use it. Slides should not be used as a reading stimulus to your audience or where to transfer as much data as possible. But visual communications assistants support the
most important part of a presentation: you and your text. Just about all the presentation recommendations we've highlighted before (including the 5 design errors you need to avoid and how to present a beautiful Steve Jobs-style presentation). Focus on three things for all your slides: simplicity, clear and meaningful text and quality images,
in contrast to this: Whether you're an Apple devotee or not, it's hard to argue that Steve Jobs isn't a very serious job. Read more Godin's five rules to avoid really bad PowerPoints is a good guide:No more than six words on the slide Yes, there are no presentations that are so complex that The rules must be broken [recommended in
another post as well: no ammunition. Use a separate slide for each sentence or sentence.] There are no pictures with perk water. Use professional stock images No melting, rotation or other changes can be used to use sound effects a few times per presentation, but don't use built-in sound effects in the program, instead of ripping sound
and music from CDs and taking advantage of this Proustian effect can be available. If people start bouncing up and down to Grateful Dead, you've prevented them from falling asleep, and you've warned them that this isn't the general meeting you're running. Don't hand out prints from your slides. They don't work without you there.
Similarly, for our guide on how to create a presentation that does not have to suck. Communications expert Nancy Duarte offers this useful memory in mind while you're doing your slide: Bad presentations are painful for both slow-dying presenters in front of crowds and read more. Must be highlighted. Design elements for audienceLess
are more when it comes to presentations (except font sizes): 10/20/30 Rule recommends limiting Your slide count is 10 and your presentation time is up to 20 minutes, but using a font size of at least 30 points, the oldie-but-goodie post from entrepreneur Guy Kawasaki discusses the type issue that Read MoreThose is essentially creating
a basic slideshow. Once you've signed, let's see how you can improve your slide design and composition. Improve your PresentationPowerPoints and other presentation tools as visual aids. You want to connect the appearance of your slides to what you say, as Godin writes: Running home is easy to explain: You drop the slide. It triggers
an emotional reaction in the audience. They sit down and want to know what you're going to say that fits that image, and then if you do it right every time they think about what you say, they'll see the picture (and vice versa). To make your presentation visually distinctive, use and choose these carefully: Fonts: Use your own fonts instead
of the default font on your computer. Smashing magazine has a list of free resources, quality fonts, or you can buy fonts that other Godin printing resources like this to dress better or have a better business card. Pictures: Professional-quality images instead of collages that will make your presentation stand out. You can buy images at
websites like Getty Images or search for free stock images using Everystockphoto.com your search engine. Diagrams and shapes: Simple graphics and diagrams can show or highlight your data better than text can do. But using simple graphics and diagrams can be tricky. This non-designer guide to creating diagrams for slides can help
you make sure that the image you use for highlighting is: Similarly, choose the best chart for your data so that you present your data as clearly as possible. By following a few simple rules, everyone can create diagrams and show more information. Read moreTemplates: Even if you don't want to use cookie-cutter methods with your
presentation, templates may be a good starting point for later customizations. Microsoft has a collection of professionally designed PowerPoint templates. What's more, Microsoft picture templates and text effects (more than 150 items) include bold and captivating slides that combine graphics with simple text or animations, and instructions
for how to create VisualBee not only offer free PowerPoint templates, but can automatically design presentations for you. Final Resource: Slidevana There are over 150 beautiful slide templates that cost $79, but if you always run a PowerPoint presentation, it might be worth the investment. If you're bored with your PowerPoint
presentations, microsoft is quite tame, Microsoft has launched ... read more Add-ins: Add powerpoint capabilities with several third-party add-ins, PPTools includes this set of defaults with tools that will help you zoom in and out more easily, import images faster and more (as old add-ins, but still available). TechRepublic provides a list of
other add-ins that might benefit Windows with Office 2007 only: free pptPlex Office add-ons make powerpoint presentations less... Read more presentation/technical wizard: Work your presentations like a pro with a few shortcuts. PowerPoint keyboard shortcuts let you create and scroll slides with just a few keystrokes. To redirect focus
from slide to yourself Check out other tools that can make your presentations even more memorable, including apps that can focus on just a part of your screen. I finished a Powerpoint 80 slide presentation this week (correct - who is your mother!) and ... read moreExplore Additional resources have many other resources on the web that
can help boost your presentation, including alternative presentation software. PowerPoint alternatives: PowerPoint remains a widely used presentation tool. But if you find it exaggerated or the linear format is too limited, many choices can be filled out for the need to create your presentation. These include Prezi with its unique zoom
interface and Haiku Deck, which is the easiest way to create a gorgeous presentation. Even if you stick with PowerPoint or need it, just watching haiku deck sample presentations may inspire you. When you To create an interesting and interesting presentation for a new customer boss or ... read more For more information, take a look at
these wonderful websites which focus on beautiful and powerful presentations: Zen presentations, Beyond Bullets and Duarte.Good luck with your presentation! Send to tips +asklh@lifehacker.com.Photos by Tobias Toft, @tmiket/InFocus, Brandon George/Haikudeck. We've all been there: endless staff meetings. What started as an
interesting presentation about a fresh start or upcoming company initiative has become a death by PowerPoint, when the presenter stops wicker and the lights will turn on again, what you remember is that you almost fall asleep and you wonder if anyone noticed? Here are 10 useful tips for getting the most out of PowerPoint presentations
so that your audience doesn't walk away from your next meeting. Content, like most responsibilities needed to navigate the office environment successfully, makes powerful PowerPoint presentations a gaining skill. It is also one that is often overlooked during training, whether it is a learning effort completed independently or in a work
setting. It's important to make sure you fully understand what to do and don't need a good PowerPoint presentation before you advance a room full of rushed and prospective audiences. Otherwise, any important information you need to convey may be totally lost for your listeners, and moreover, in most professional settings, no one is
likely to approach the presenter after a formidable PowerPoint presentation, so he or she knows it's awesome and gives a pointer. The itemless applause, followed by stifled yawns and runs for coffee, may be the only clue that our poor conference chair gets, that something could be amiss in the theatrical style of her or her. So what is the
first error to avoid on the way to the wonderful PowerPoint speech? Search on next page The biggest mistake people often make when creating PowerPoint presentations is that they keep slides focused. Many of you may still be haunted by high school teachers and college professors who read almost ponderably what's on display on
screen, whether by old-school projectors or on newer digital media, without any more details or academic prosperity. And in an interesting story, he must tell PowerPoint, effective in providing additional information, such as simple and colorful graphs, or other related images, but not the main source of information. The worst thing a
presenter can do is turn around and read from PowerPoint, if all the information is on the screen, then there is no need for people to mutter about it. [Source: Price] advertising with this fundamentals in mind, let's start to delve into the development of successful PowerPoint presentations. As you start preparing a PowerPoint presentation,
consider who you're identifying. Classrooms packed with novice students? The zombie boardroom consists of a commission that is hardly attentive? A meeting room full of experienced colleagues? A potential new boss as you try to impress? You'll need to customize your text and presentation style based on several factors, such as the
current level of knowledge that your audience has on the topic and how many are attracting them. If they understand quite a few and (better) are already excited to hear what you say, then you can delve into more detail. On the other hand, if they don't know anything about the topic you're presenting or (worse) hold doubts that they will be
persuaded by your talk, you need to make sure that your PowerPoint is extraordinarily straightforward and simple. In the latter case, in particular, really focus on letting your words do explain, especially when it comes to persuading them in any complex ideas that you have to convey. Advertising the goal of any presentation is to sell the
audience in the idea it may be a field for investing in new companies, plans for business restructuring or proposals for scientific research projects. In order for the audience to understand the intellectual and emotional presentations, it must be told as a cohesive narrative. - Stories The audience needs to know three things: now we're where
we want to end up, how we'll get there, the slide should communicate three simple concepts that are supported by simple text, strong images and graphs, but in most cases try not to be too heavy on the text side - let the story you're telling play the slide, and remember that as we'll learn on the next page, seeing is believing. Human
advertising is a highly visible learning. It's much easier for our brains to remember strong and unique images than a set of facts and figures PowerPoint is an excellent and easy to use program for creating dozens of graphs and charts. Remember that the simpler and bigger the graph, the better. For example, if you want to drive home
where a Windows PC controls most home computer markets, display a pie chart with a large circle filled with red and pc, no matter how many statistics. Claim this image will get the message home faster and will stick with the audience longer. In fact, the purely visual part of your PowerPoint presentation is mostly responsible for about 55
percent of the impact it has on your audience, compared to 38 percent on the subject you say and 7 percent of the text you say on each slide. [Source: Price] Ad color psychology is an interesting field and you can draw to create a successful PowerPoint presentation. PowerPoint is a very versatile program, but that doesn't mean you have
to take advantage of all the gimmick tips and designs available, but looking for ways that color combinations can help you deliver both emotional context and impact on each slide you create, so they support your text briefly, clear and easy to use, bright contrast or a relaxed balance may help you get your score triggered. By using auxiliary
colors (contrary to the color wheel) and analog colors (colors next to the color wheel). You can affect how your audience perceives your messages. Also, let the paint work for you. Green is often associated with both actions (such as at traffic lights) and wealth (old greenbacks), so you might want to use it strategically if you hope to convey
these feelings. Advertise on the next page, we'll take a look at the seminary style of the internet guru when it comes to this Microsoft application, Guy Kawasaki — ex-Apple. The chief evangelist, venture capitalist and professional speaking guru — has established his reputation. Kawasaki Rules of Ten in which he uses only 10 slides
during PowerPoint presentations, usually in the top 10 fashion. Those slides generally include nothing more than a single sentence or phrase, and a supportive image, all 10 of them provide powerful visual cues to the audience, reinforcing the message that Kawasaki is communicating. And because audience members know that there are
only 10 slides, they know when the presentation is coming to an end. Kawasaki introduces a solid narrative stream for these 10 slides. For example, starting with the problem on slide number 1 and the solution on slide number 2 all the way down to the timeline on number 9 and summarizing the call to action on slide number 10 [Source:
Kawasaki] ads, so how long does Kawasaki recommend these PowerPoint shindigs usually last? We'll tell you more. No one has ever complained about a PowerPoint presentation too short. Secondly, the audience is bored and stops paying attention, the presentation loses its effectiveness. People not only stop processing new
information in reality, but start to resent the presenters who waste time. For example, Kawasaki thinks that the ideal PowerPoint presentation should be That gives you time for questions and answers during a 30 or 60-minute meeting and ensures that you get the most out of people's time. When planning the narrative that will accompany
your presentation, make sure that your keynote is praised. You may decide to leave behind fewer issues altogether. Advertising &amp; Advertising If you have to include text in your PowerPoint presentation, go to a large font, Kawasaki says it should not be smaller than a 30-point font, with the caveat that if you can pre-define the oldest
person in the room, you can tap their age half and use it as a font benchmark. So, let's say your oldest audience member is 50. For beginners, you can't put a lot of text on each slide, which helps axe any verbs you might be likely to include in a written form, which means that presenters are forced to convey your own narrative while
minimizing distractions. When it comes to PowerPoint tips, our next and last hints are quite off the cuff, but worth considering. In some cases, you may be better off skipping all the PowerPoint keg powder, as we have pointed out, summarizing perfectly crafted and highly effective presentations using PowerPoint as a visual tool full of
challenges, so you may better just avoid the entire terrain. However, you can present and publish logistics images and more details before or after you speak, so that your audience can enjoy the benefits of viewing more details about your action plan without bothering you presenter. For more information about PowerPoint presentations
and related business topics, see the following links. Has your company just started using Slack? No faded idea how it works? Our beginner's guide to how Slack works will make you slack like a professional in a short time. Choose the appropriate color for your PowerPoint presentation. Microsoft Office Brad 7.8 Always Joseph Joseph'
Guide to a Good PowerPoint Presentation, University of Minnesota 2006 Http://www.d.umn.edu/~jgallian/goodPPtalk.pdfKawasaki, Guy. Dave, when you should use PowerPoint, think outside the slide Design: The Good, The Really, Really Ugly, University of California In-design-powerpoint-good-a-zen-presentation-sen.amp;5. Microsoft
Business
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